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For describing and analyzing the growth process of filamentous organisms, the 
L system was originated by A. Lindenmayer in 1968, and since then it has 
been investigated by many authors intensively. We define here a new formal 
system, the cell lineage (CL) system, for the same purpose, and prove its 
fundamental relationships to the L system. Among other things, we show that 
in general the CL system is more powerful than the PDIL system in describing 
filamentous growths, but in a restricted case the finite regular CL system is 
• equivalent to the PDOL system. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Filamentous living organisms, of which we can name some algae and fungi 
for example, are constructs consisting of a linear sequence of cells and possibly 
having branches. In such an organism, a cell, if it is not at a branching point, 
has two neighboring cells and is generally considered to grow and divide under 
their influences. Among theoretical frameworks for treating developmental 
processes of such filamentous organisms, we are interested in discrete models, 
of which Lindenmayer system would be a typical one. 
Lindenmayer's way of thinking (1968) is that each cell having a state from a 
predetermined finite state set changes its state or divides into daughter cells 
with their own states, depending upon the cell's own state and those of two 
neighboring cells. The same state transition and division rule is applied to every 
cell of an organism at every moment. As the result of such a parallel state 
transition, the whole organism devd0ps by one step. A developmental process is 
expressed by a series of such steps. 
We propose here a new formal system based upon the notion of the cell 
lineage tree or the cell division hierarchy diagram. By a cell lineage tree we mean 
here a tree diagram describing the history of each cell of an organism. Every cell 
contained in an organism is considered to have its own unique division history. 
Consider for example the growth from a single cell of an anabaena (a green 
alga), which has no branch. Fix the direction of an organism, say from left to 
right. The original cell is assumed to have the history ~ (the null string) and 
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when it divides into two daughter cells, the left one obtains the history 0 and the 
right one that of 1. After a certain period, when the right daughter divides 
further, its left and right daughters will get their own histories 10 and 11 respec- 
tively. Similarly, when the cell with history 0 divides, its left and right daughter 
cells will obtain their histories O0 and O1 respectivelY. I f a cell never divides, it 
will never change its history. In this way we can name every cell of a linear 
anabaena with its unique history at every discrete time. As has been seen, the 
history is expressed by a string of O's and l's, where 0 means that the ceil was 
the left daughter at the relevant division and 1 means that the cell was the right 
daughter. In view of this, if no cell vanishes, the leftmost cell always has the 
history 00...00, while the rightmost one always has that of 11...11. Such a rule 
for determining the history would be called a "directional history." Thus a cell 
having for example the history 00111 is a result of five cell divisions and has been 
located to the left at the first and the second divisions and to the right at three 
later consecutive ones. 
In the above-mentioned xample, we have not referred explicitly to the period 
between a division and the following one. We will take into account his point 
in the formal definition given in the next section. 
Clearly, contrary to L systems where divisions occur depending on combina- 
tions of states of neighboring cells, a cell is assumed here to determine the time 
of the next division depending only on its own history. 
Comparing our system with the L system again, a cell history could be inter- 
preted as a ceil state. In our case, however, the state set is possibly infinite. 
As is shown later, this problem of infinity will be resolved in some cases. 
In Section 2, several formal definitions are given for making clear those 
notions introduced above. In Section 3, notions of realizations of filamentous 
growths and growth equivalences are introduced. Sections 4 and 5 are devoted 
to the main results of this paper in the forms of some theorems concerning the 
relationships between the cell lineage system and the L system. In particular, 
Section 5 treats a limited case of our system and shows that finite regular cell 
lineage systems are equivalent o bifurcating PDOL systems in expressing 
filamentous growth processes. In Section 6, an extension of our system is treated. 
Section 7 incIudes ome discussions upon the biological meanings of our system. 
2. DEFINITION OF THE eL  SYSTEM 
2.1. CL System without Branching 
The (directional, nonerasing, deterministic) ell lineage (CL) system without 
branching is a paralM rewriting system defined by the pair (A, ~), where 
A = {0, 1} and 9 ,  called the division time spectrum, satisfies the following 
conditions: 
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(i) ~ = (Do, / )1 ,  D~ .... ) is a possibly infinite series of possibly empty 
subsets Di's of A*. The Di's are called components of ~ .  
(ii) The series ~ is defined effectively in the sense that there is an effective 
procedure Ce on N × A*,  where N is the set of positive integer, such that if 
w ~ Di (i >~ 1), then ¢~(i, w) = 1, otherwise it is undefined. Of D O we require 
only the condition (iv) below. 
(iii) D i (5 Dj = N (the empty set), if i :/: j, for i, j = 0, 1, 2 .... 
(iv) I f  w E .d* is an element of a component D i ( i /> 0), its arbitrary 
prefix belongs to a component Dg for some j />  1. Therefore the following 
equation holds: 
(U  D i )k J  Do . A*  = A*.  
The interpretation of the definition and some comments are given below. 
Suppose a cell is given as its name a string w of A*. I f  w E D i , then the cell w 
divides in i units of time. According to the condition (iii), the time of division 
of a cell is determined uniquely by its name w. See Section 7 for the nondeter- 
ministic CL system. A cell named by w ~ D o never divides. Therefore any string 
from D o • A • .d* cannot be a name of a cell. The condition (ii) tells how the 
infinite series ~ should be defined. Note that by definition each subset D i is not 
necessarily a recursive set but a recursively enumerable set. In the following, 
however, we are concerned with division time spectra such that components are 
all recursive or even regular. 
Since the set A is always assumed in defining a CL system, we sometimes 
denote a CL system by its spectrumS.  
We define here a rewriting rule determined by a CL system. First consider 
a sequence of pairs W- -  (Wl, kl)(W2, ks) "'" (gOn, kn)  , where wi's are strings 
of A* and ki's are nonnegative integers. We call such a sequence W a (filamentous) 
organism (with length n) and its every component (w, k) a cell with its history w 
and age k. We often refer to a cell w by omitting the age and identifying a cell 
with its history. 
Suppose that a CL system ~ is given. We rewrite a given organism W by 
applying the following rewriting rule, which is defined from ~,  to every cell 
(w, k) of W simultaneously: 
(Ri) I fw  ~ D i and 0 ~ k ~< i - -  2, where i >~ 2, then (w, k) ---> (w, k + 1). 
(Rii) I f  w c D i and k = i - -  1, where i >/1,  then (w, k) --> (w0, 0)(wl, 0). 
(Rill) I f  w ~ Do, then (w, k) --> (w, k + 1) for every k ~ 0. 
Comments on the rewriting rule: By (Ri), a cell (w, k) having the division 
time i and age k ~ i - -  2 gets older by one unit. The rule (Rii) indicates that the 
cell w belonging to D~ divides at age i - -  1 and gets two daughters and vanishes 
itself at the next moment. The left daughter obtains the history w0 and the right 
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one that of wl. The age of each new born cell is defined to be 0. Rule (Riii) 
indicates that a cell having a history of D o never divides and gets older at every 
moment. 
I f  a sequence W contains a cell (w, h) such that w e D i with i =/= 0 and k >~ i, 
then it is said to be inconsistent with ~.  The above defined rewriting rule can not 
be applied to an inconsistent sequence. It is clear that an application of the rule 
to a consistent organism gives also a consistent organism. 
Note that the rewriting is parallel and independent from cell to cell. 
When W' is the result of rewriting W, we write as W ~ W' or simply as 
W --~ W' and say that W' is derived directly from W. The sequence of organisms 
derived from W 0 by N(S(N, W0) in symbol) is the sequence (W0, Wx ,...) such 
that Wi ~ V/i+1 for every i >/O. We often consider the case W o = h and 
S(9 ,  A) = S(~) is referred to as the growth sequence of 0@. 
The derivation tree T(9)  of a CL system ~ is defined in the same way as in 
the L system theory and in the formal anguage theory, and also called the growth 
process of ~.  Note that contrary to the language theory, our derivation tree is 
always infinite. See Fig. 1 for illustration. 
(X,O)_ 
(0,0) 
/ 
(00,0) 
J 
(00,z) 
1 
(oo,21 
FIG. 1. An 
D~. ~ 1, 01. 
(oz,o) (z,?) 
(lO, o) (zz,o) 
(olo,o) (Oll,O) 
example of derivation tree 
wo= (x, o) 
•z= (o,o) (l,o) 
w2=(oo,o) (oz,o) (z,z) 
W3=(O0,1) (01,i) (i0,0) (ll,O) 
W4=(00,2) (010,0) (011,0)... 
T(/)), where Do900, DI~A,O, 11 and 
Of a derivation tree, the nodes and the directed edges are defined as usual. Of 
nodes, the notions of the mother and daughter, the ancestor and descendant, and 
the subtree beginning at a node are also defined as usual. Every node has its 
unique name (w, k). 
By (Rii), if w e D i (i L/= 0), then the node (w, i -- 1) bifurcates. The other 
nodes do not bifurcate but have an outgoing edge. 
2.2. Finite and Regular CL Systems 
For a CL system ~,  if there exists an integer k such that Di = ;~ for every 
i > k, then the spectrum (and the system itself) is called to be finite. When 
2 is finite and k = maxi{i ] Dg :A Z}, then D is defined by the finite series of 
components (Do, D 1 ,..., Dk). 
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If every component of a spectrum is a regular set, then the system or the 
spectrum is said to be regular. 
2.3. Branching CL System 
Here we define an extended version of the CL system (BCL system) for 
expressing the filamentous growth with branching. 
Consider a division spectrum 9,  where 9 = (Do,/)1, D1 ~, Dz, Dab,...) 
satisfies the conditions (i) to (iv) of 2.1. By Di b we mean here a set of histories 
such that when a cell gets a history w of Di b, it bifurcates in i units of time and 
makes its right daughter a branch. The branching daughter gets the history wl 
and the nonbranching one that of w0. 
The formal description of the rewriting rule is given below, where a pair of 
auxiliary symbols [ and ] are used. A consistent organism with branches is 
represented generally by a string of cells with a well formed bracket structure 
such as W = (wl, kl)(w2, k2)[(w 3 , ks)[(w,, h,)]] "" (w~, h~). The following 
parallel rewriting rule is applied to every cell and bracket simultaneously. 
Consider a cell (w, k) taken from a consistent organism. 
(Bi) I fwaDiorD,  band0 ~k ~i - -2 ,  where i~2,  then (w, k)--~ 
(w,k+ 1). 
(Bii) I f  w e D, and k = i - -  1, where i >~ 1, then (w, h) ~ (w0, 0)(wl, 0). 
(Bii)' I f  w e D?  and k = i - -  1, where i >~1, then (w, h) ~ (w0, 0)[(wl, 0)]. 
(Bill) I f  w e Do, then (w, k) -+ (w, k + 1) for every k ~ 0. 
(Biv) [--->[ and ]-->]. 
In this definition we have assumed that the branching daughter is the right 
one at each cell division with branching. See (Bii)' above. The other choice 
will do, and furthermore, we might define a pair of sets for indicating the right 
Di and D~ respectively. (Then we could treat going and the left going branches ~ l 
(wO,Ol [ (wl,O) //\\ 
[ (wlO,O) [ (wxl,o) ] 
I I I i 
o 
FIG. 2. A part of a BCL tree. 
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the cellular growth defined by the rule Q with an additional rewriting rule 
e ~ [c]c in the next section.) 
The sequence S(~) and the derivation tree (BCL tree) T(~) of 9 are defined 
in the same way as in the case of nonbranching CL system. In particular, at a 
node where a branch is produced, four edges go out to (w0, 0), [, (wl, 0) and ]. 
Thus a BCL tree is no more a bifurcating tree. See Fig. 2 for a BCL tree. 
3. CL- AND L-REALIZATION OF BRANCHIN~ FILAMENTOUS GROWTHS 
3.1. Weak and Strong Expressions of Filamentous Growths with Branching 
Considering the microscopic (not biophysical) observations of a growth of a 
filamentous organism having branches, we formulate here a formal expression 
for the growth. This is based upon the point of view that at each developmental 
stage the cell state could not be determined with a microscope completely, but 
only the arrangements of cells, and the process of cell division would be able 
to be obtained. For expressing such primary data, experimenters have devised 
the cell division hierarchy diagram. 
Let C ~ {c, [ ,  ]}, where c stands for an appearance of a cell, [ and ] for the 
beginning and the end of a branch, respectively. A well-formed string (w.f.s.) 
on C is a string derived by the following nondeterministic parallel rewriting 
rule Q, which is none other than a POL scheme on C. 
Q:c-+c,c--,cc, -+c[c],[-+[ and ]--,]. 
Let x be a w.f.s, on C derived from a single cell c and the result of art applica- 
tion of Q to x be x' (x --~ x' in symbol). Then x' is also a w.f.s.. Since Q is non- 
deterministic, more than one w.f.s.'s are possibly derived from a string directly. 
Let x ~ x' be one of such choices. 
When an infinite sequence of w.f.s.'s X ----- xo xl ,  x2 .... is given, and for, 
every i >/0,  x i ~ x~+l, then X is called a weak expression of a bifurcating 
filamentous growth. 
Next, as in the formal language theory, we can consider a derivation tree for a 
derivation x0 --+ x I ~ x 2 -~ "" We denote a derivation tree of X by T(X). Then 
obviously, if T(X) = T(X') then X -= X'. But for a given weak expression X
there can be more than one derivation trees. A derivation tree T(X) is called 
also a strong expression of a growth. 
Note that for defining a weak expression of filamentous growths, the recurrence 
formulae are also useful. (See Chapter 8 of Herman and Rozenberg (1975).) 
3.2. Weak and Strong CL-Realization of a Growth 
Let X = x 0 , x 1 ,... be a weak expression of a growth and T(X) be one of its 
derivation trees (strong expressions). 
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When [ x 0 [ -~ 1, where l x I denotes generally the length of x, the growth is 
called a simple growth and when [ x o [ ~ I, it is a multiple. 
(1) ABCL system ~ is defined to CL-realize X weakly( or CL-w-realize X) ,  
i f  and only if for every i ~ O, h(Wi) = x i ,  where Wi is the Organism at time i 
of S(~)  and h is a literal homomorphism defined by 
h((w, k)) ~ c for every w and k, 
h(]) - -  [ and h(]) ---- ] .  
(2) A BCL system ~ is said to CL-realize T(X)  strongly (or CL-s-realize 
T(X)), if and only if the BCL tree T(~)  is isomorphic to T(X)  in the ordinary 
:sense. 
Next consider a multiple growth. In this case the growth is considered to have 
begun with a multi-cellular organism, which might be found at a certain stage 
of a simple growth or a mosaic which is constructed artificially from some cells 
having different histories and ages. Since in our framework the former is included 
by the latter, we formulate this case. 
(3) Let l x0 ] -~ s, (s ~ 1). Assume that we can pick up s nodes wl,  w 2 ,..., 
w s from a BCL tree T(~).  Next consider the subtree beginning at wi (1 ~ i ~ s) 
and denote it by T i. Let Wt i be the organism of T ~ at time t, where the time is 
counted from w i . Finally W t ~ Wtl Wt 2 .." Wt s is called the compound organism 
at time t. 
Now a BCL system ~ is said to CL-w-realize X,  if and only if from T(~) s 
points w I , w~ ,..., w s can he chosen such that for every t ~ O, h(Wt) ~ xt ,  
where Wt is the compound organism at time t of the BCL tree T(~),  and h is the 
same as in (1). 
(4) As in (3), pick up s nodes from a BCL tree T(~)  and denote them as 
w 1 , w~ .... , w s . Consider the subtree beginning at w i (1 ~ i ~ s) and denote it 
by T i. Then construct a multi-rooted irected graph T~ by arranging Ti's from 
left to right. 
Now a BCL system ~ is said to CL-s-realize T(X),  if and only if in T(~)  
nodes and corresponding s subtrees can be chosen such t at the compound 
tree T~ made from them is isomorphic to T(X) ,  where the isomorphism is the 
same as in (2). 
When a weak expression of a growth X (or a strong one T(X))  is CL-realized 
by a BCL (CL) system 9 ,  we write as 0@ ~- X (or ~ ~ T(X)).  
Obviously, if ~ ~- X and ~ ~- X' ,  then X = X' .  
When ~ ~- X and ~ '  ~- X, ~ and ~ '  are called to be weakly growth equivalent 
{G-w-equivalent). The G-w-equivalence is an equivalence relation. The G-w- 
equivalence in CL systems is the same as the growth-function-equivalence in L 
system theory. 
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Similarly, N > T(X)andN >- T(X')imply T(X) = T(X'). WhenN >- T(X) 
and ~' ~ T(X), ~ and ~'  are called to be strongly growth equivalent (G-s- 
equivalent). This relation is also an equivalence r lation. 
Obviously, the strong realization and the strong equivalence infer the weak 
realization and the weak equivalence, respectively. 
3.3. Weak and Strong L-Realization of a Growth 
Let G = (Z, P, g, Y0) be a PDIL system. For definitions in L system theory, 
see Herman and Rozenberg (1975). Assume that the system is either 0L, (1, 0)L 
or (1, 1)L system and all right hands of the rewriting rule P consist of strings of 
at most two symbols. We call such a system a bifurcating PDIL system (BPDIL 
in symbol). When Z contains apair of brackets [ and ] and P contains, for example, 
the rule a -+ b[c] (the second symbol is always bracketed.), then the system is 
called a branching BPDIL system (B2PDIL system). 
Let G be a B2PDIL system and S(G) = Yo, Yl ,... be the sequence of strings 
generated by G. 
(1) A weak expression X of a growth on C is said to beL-w-realized by G, 
if and only if for every i >~ O, f(Yi) -~ xi, where f is a literal homomorphism 
such thatf(a) = c for each symbol a of X other than the brackets and f (  D = [ 
and f(]) = ]. 
(2) A strong expression T(X) of a growth is L-s-realized by G, if and only 
if the derivation tree of G is isomorphic to T(X) by the above-defined f. 
Note that in the case of L-realizations, the above definitions include the simple 
and the multiple growths at the same time. 
As in the case of CL system, when X is L-realized by G, we write as G 5- X, 
or G ~- T(X). When X and X' are expressions, it is seen that if G 2>- X and 
G ~ X', then X = X'. The strong version holds equally. For a pair of L systems 
G and G', when G ~- X and G' ~ X for some X, G and G' are called to be 
G-w-equivalent. When Z' does not contain the brackets, the G-equivalence is 
nothing other than the growth-function-equivalence. Th  L-s-equivalence is 
also defined. 
Finally, when for a CL system ~ and a PBDIL system G (or for a BCL system 
and a B2PDIL system) there exists a weak expression of a growth X such that 
~- X and G ;> 32, then ~ and G are defined to be G-w-equivalent. Similarly, 
~.@ and G are strongly growth equivalent (G-s-equivalent), if ~ ~ T(X) and 
a > T(X). 
4. GROWTH EQUIVALENCES BETWEEN BCL SYSTEM AND B~PDIL SYSTEM 
Based upon the definitions mentioned in previous ections, we consider here 
a fundamental question concerning the realization of growth processes: Which 
643/37[3-4 
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of the CL (.BCL) system and theL system is stronger in realizing rowth processes 
of filamentous organisms ? 
The following Theorem 1 with Corollary 1 and Theorem 2 show that the 
BCL system is more powerful than the bifurcating L system in realizing the 
growth. 
THEOREM 1. Igor each B2PDIL system G -~ (~, P, g, Yo) with I Yo I -~ 1, there 
exists a strongly G-equivalent BCL system ~. 
Proof. From the given B2PDIL system G, draw its derivation tree T(G), 
where every cell division is a bifurcation, no node terminates and when a branch 
is produced, a pair of brackets appear at appropriate places. Although T(G) is 
infinite, we can draw it step by step effectively. If we identify all cell symbols 
at all nodes with a special symbol c, then the tree can be considered to be a strong 
expression of a filamentous growth, which we want to CL-s-realize with a BCL 
system. 
For this, we give the name (w, i) to each node of the above-defined three 
Te(G), where w is a string of 0 and 1 and i is the time part of the name. For 
determining w concretely, we start with the root of the tree by giving the name A 
to it. If this node bifurcates, give the name 0 to the left daughter and 1 to the 
right one. In this way each daughter of a bifurcating node is given its history w. 
The time part i is determined by counting the number of edges from the nearest 
bifurcating ancestor. Every bracket in the original strong expression is reproduce4 
in the BCL tree to be constructed. 
This completes the effective construction of a BCL tree T(~). From this we 
make the effective procedure ~ which define the division time spectrum ~ as 
follows. 
Suppose that a pair (i, w) E N × A* is given. In T(~) we trace down edges 
from the root (A, 0) until we meet (w, 0). Then we count the number of edges 
from (w, 0) to the next branching node. If it equals i, then we define that ~( i ,w)  
1. Otherwise, 4~(i, w) is undefined. It is also undefined, if the node (w, 0) is 
never found in T(~). It is clear that ~, which has been defined from T(~) 
effectively in the sense of Section 2.1, is strongly G-equivalent to the given 
B2PDIL system. Q.E.D. 
It is clear from the proof that the nonbranching version of Theorem 1 holds 
as well. 
COROLLARY 1, For each B2PDIL system G -~ (~, P, g, Yo) with I Yo ] > 1, 
there exists a strongly G-equivalent BCL system ~. 
Proof. (outline). Let Y0 = YolYo~ "'" Yo~ where Yoi E Z and define m by 
2 "*-1 < k ~ 2"*. According to Theorem 1, construct for each i (1 ~ i ~ k) 
a BCL system -~i = (Dio, Dll ,...), which corresponds to the subtree Ti(G) of 
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T(G) which begins from the initial symbol Yoi. Now construct a finite tree T,, 
of hight m such that T,~ begins with )t and has k end nodes. (For a standard 
method for constructing such a tree T~, see Appendix.) The root of T(~i) is 
identified with the ith end node of T~. (See Fig. 3). I f  this node has the name 
wi, where note that ] wi I ~ m, then every node of T(~i) should have a modified 
name obtained by prefixing its original name with wi • 
T(D I) T(D 2) T(D 6) 
FIG. 3. Multi-rooted CL tree, where k = 6 and m = 3. An aid for the proof of 
Corollary 1. (Symbol/) stands for N in the text.) 
In this way we have a BCL tree. From this the wanted BCL system ~ is 
effectively defined as in the proof of Theorem 1. Obviously thus defined ~ and 
the set of nodes w 1 , w 2 ,..., w~ constitute a G-s-equivalent system for the given 
B2PDIL system. Q.E.D. 
Clearly we have 
COROLLARY 2. For each B2PDIL system G =- (~, P, g, Yo) where Yo I ~ I, 
there exists a weakly G-equivalent BCL system ~. 
THEOREM 2. There is a CL system, which has no weakly G-equivalent IL 
system, and afortiori no BPDIL system. Therefore it has no strongly G-equivalent 
IL system. 
Proof. Let D o =0"1 ;  D 1 ={A}, D2,~ ={0 7~} (k = 1,2,..) and D i = ;~ if 
i = /2  k~. 
It is clear that ~ defined so satisfies conditions (i) to (iv) in Section 2.t. It is 
seen that this CL system ~ CL-realizes an infinite growth, which is slower than 
the order of iog t. Since any If, system eannotL-realize weakly an infinite growth 
slower than log t, the theorem has been proved. (See Vit~nyi (1974) for example.) 
Q.E.D. 
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5. FINITE BCL SYSTEMS 
We consider here finite BCL or CL systems and discuss their relationships to 
B2PDOL or BPDOL systems. 
TttEOREM 3. For each B2PDOL system, there exists a G-s-equivalent BCL  
system ~,  such that ~ is a finite regular spectrum. 
Proof. Suppose that G = (27, P, Y0) is a bifurcating branching PDOL system, 
then its rewriting rule has one of the following forms, where a, b and c are generic 
symbols differing from the brackets. 
(1) a --~ b, 
(2) a --~ bc, 
(3) a ~ b[c], 
(4) [---~ [and] - -~] .  
Then construct a labelled directed graph T'(G) = (V, E), called a cell division 
graph, from G as follows: V is the set of vertices and E is that of edges. V is 
defined by 
V = {a I a E Z', a 56 [, ]} k9 {[a] ( [a] appears in form (3) above}. 
Since P is deterministic, for each a of 27 such that a ~ a is not a rule, there 
exists uniquely a nonnegative integer i such that a 0 = a ~ al -+ a2 --~ "'" --~ 
ai -~ be (or b[c]). Then the vertex a is labeled by the number i + 1. It  means 
that the cell with state a bifurcates in i @ 1 units of time. In the Case of a *-+ a, 
the vertex a is given the number 0. 
Next, if a ~ bc, then the edges (a, b) and (a, c) are defined to be in E and 
labeled by the symbols 0 and 1, respectively. Similarly, if a *-~ b[c], then (a, b) 
and (a, [e]) are defined to be edges of E and labeled by 0 and 1, respectively. 
This labeling of edges comes from our assumption that the left daughter gets 
an additional symbol 0 and the right one that of 1. Furthermore if [a] ~ V and 
(a, b) ~ E or (a, [b]) ~ E, then ([a], b) or ([a], [b]) is defined to be in E and given 
the same label as (a, b) or (a, [b]), respectively. 
The cell division graph -P(G) is a kind of finite state transition diagram, from 
which we can define several finite state acceptors by specifying the initial state 
and the set of final states, 
Example of F(G); 
G = ({a, b, c, a, e, f, g, h, i}, P, ac) 
P : a -+ b d -+ a g -+ i 
b -+ c[d] e -+ e h -+ ed 
c---~ef f - -~g[h] i---~a 
/Y'(G) is given in Fig. 4. 
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0 0 i l @ 
FIG. 4. An example of the cell division graph /'(G), which is used in the proof of 
Theorem 3. 
Example of usage of Y'(G): Assume first that the initial state is a. From the 
standard finite automata theory, we obtain a system of equations about sets of 
strings as written down below, where upper ease letters superflxed with a stand 
for sets of strings which take the transition diagram from the initial state a to the 
state named by the corresponding lower case letters. Thus C a means the set of 
strings on {0, I} which take us from the state a to the state c. Likewise, [D] a 
corresponds to the state [d]. 
C a = A~0 + D~0 + [DJa0 + Ga0, 
A ~ _= ~, 
D~ = [H]q ,  
[D] ~ = Dal + [D]q + Gq + Aq ,  (*) 
~ = c~o + [H]o0, 
F~ = Ca1, G° = F~0, [Hp  = F° I .  
By solving (*), we obtain the following. 
C a = 1"0(1110 -t- (1111 + 101)1"0 + 100)*, 
D a = Cq l l ,  [D] a = (C~(1111 + 101) + 1) 1", E ~ = C~(0 4- 110), 
F~ = Cal,  G ~ _~ CalO, [H] a = Ca l l .  
In a similar way, for the case that the state c is the initial state, we can calculate 
the sets C c through [H] e. 
It will be seen from the above example that for an arbitrary B2PDOL system G, 
we can calculate necessary sets. Let a be a symbol appearing in Yo. Then by 
means of the cell division graph, calculate all sets superfixed with a. In ]'((7), 
define as the accepting states those which are labeled with the number i and do 
not go to a bracketed state directly. Denote by D~ such a set of strings that are 
accepted by this acceptor. 
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For example, in the above-mentioned xample, 
Do1 = C a + [HI ~ = Ca(A + 11). 
Obviously, for every i ~/O, Dai is a regular set. The component D~i is calculated 
by defining the accepting states as those which are labeled by i and lead to a 
bracketed state. 
Since Y(G) is finite, there is the maximum number labeling a vertex. Therefore 
the division spectrum is finite and regular. 
In this way we obtain a spectrum for every symbol in Yo • From them we can 
construct a regular finite spectrum in a similar method as in the proof of Corol- 
lary 1, to obtain a G-s-equivalent BCL system ~.  
Example: 
D~ o ---- E ~ = C~(0 + 110), Dal = C a -~- [H]  a .-~ ca(A .~- 11), D~ = F ~ = C~I, 
Dba~ ---- A ~ = ;~, D~3 ---- n ~ + [D] ~ = C~l l l  + (C~(1111 + 101) + l) l*, 
D~a4 = G a = Cal0. 
• Similarly Doo to Db~4 are calculated. Then the wanted spectrum can be obtained 
by 
D(6) ^~(0) l/)(b) j = UDaj -t- -~"  ( j  ---- 0, 2, 3, 4), 
D~ = {A) -]- ODaa + 1Dc~ and D~ b ~ 0D~ + 1Db~, 
where (b) means to superfix if necessary. 
The following is the converse of Theorem 3. 
Q.E.D. 
TrIEO~E~ 4. For each finite regular BCL system ~ = (Do, 1)1, DI~,..., Dkb), 
there exists a strongly G-equivalent B2PDOL system G. 
Proof. Theorem 2.3 of Salomaa (1969) states that for each finite set of regular 
expressions over an alphabet, there can be effectively constructed a finite 
transition system, which can be an acceptor of each of these regular sets by 
adequately defining final states. We use it as a lemma and apply it to ~.  The 
constructed acceptor is denoted by A~.  
Since every component of ~ is pairwise disjoint, the corresponding accepting 
state set is also pairwise disjoint. Denote the accepting state set of D i (or Di s) by 
F i (or _Fib ) and let FJ b) ~ {qa, qi2,..., qi~). Assume here that i v~ 0 and qij 
qk,~ and qij "~ qh~ are transitions in A~.  Then the alphabet of the wanted PDOL 
system consists of the symbols qi~ (i ~ 0, 1, 2,.., k, j = 1, 2,..., ni) and addi- 
tional symbols qi~ introduced below. The production rules for G are given as 
follows: 
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(1) q~j-+ q~;, 
(2) q2~--~q~ .+~ (s = 1 ,2 , . . . , i - -2 ) ,  
(3) qU-+ e~,,q~. 
I f  qij is an element of Fi b, then (3) should read 
(3') q~2 ~ ~-~ q~[q,~g]. 
Furthermore we add to P the rules 
(4) qoJ -~ qoJ ( J  = 1, 2,..., no) and 
(5) [--~ [ and ]--+ ]. 
The axiom of G is determined to be the initial state of A~.  This completes 
the construction of a strongly G-equivalent B2PDOL system to the given 
BCL system. Q.E.D. 
The following theorem claims that when limited to bifurcating PD(1, 1)L 
systems, the L system is not more powerful than the finite CL system. 
THEOREM 5. Let ~ = (D 1 , D2) be a finite nonregular CL system defined by 
D 2 = {0 i~ j i = 1, 2,...} and D 1 = A* -- Dz.  Then there exists no BPD(1, 1)L 
system, which L-w-realizes the growth sequence S(~).  
Proof. Investigate the growth sequence S(~)= Wo, W1, W 2 ,..., where 
] W 0 ] ~ 1. Then it is seen that the following holds. 
[W~+lJ ----2114£i[, if i= / :k2+k - 1 (k= 1,2,...) 
=2[  W~[- -  1, if i=k~+k- - l (k=l ,  2,...). 
In other words, excepting the moments i~ -= k s + k --  1, every cell bifurcates 
and at i~, one and only one cell does not bifurcate while the rest does. 
Suppose that there exists an L system G satisfying the given conditions and 
consider its derivation tree T(G). Then take a cell A, which does not bifurdate 
at time i7~ for some k. In T(G), where G is a BPD(1, 1)L system, every ancestor 
of A should bifurcate during the period between ik_ 1 + 1 and i~ - -  1. Therefore 
during this period, at most five neighboring cells can affect the behavior of A at 
time i7~ • See Fig. 5 for illustration of this situation. Since the number of states 
a cell can take is finite, A can recognize only a finite time interval after i~_ 1 . 
On the other hand, the period i~ - -  ie_ 1 = 2k can be arbitrarily large, our L 
system can not afford to count such a long period. Q.E.D. 
Comments on Theorem 5. The theorem holds for the class of BPD(m, n)L 
systems. In fact, we must only modify the proof given above by replacing the 
number "five" with "2(m + n) + 1." 
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12~ 
Fro. 5. Explanation of the proof of Theorem 5. Only the black nodes can affect the 
behavior of the node A. 
Although we have not proved it, it is conjectured that there is a finite CL 
system, for which there is no L-w-equivalent not necessarily bifurcating 
PD(1, 1)L system. 
The following is a converse of Theorem 5 and suggests that the finite CL 
system is not more powerful than the BPD(1, 1)L system in realizing filamentous 
growths. 
THEOREM 6. There is a BPD(t, 1)L system G such t at it has no G-w- 
equivalent finite CL system. 
Proof. It is seen from the definition that the growth of a finite CL system, 
which grows infinitely, is faster than or equal to the linear growth. On the other 
hand, it is easy to construct a BPD(1, 1)L system which grows infinitely with 
the order of t 112 (see the proof of Theorem 7). Q.E.D. 
From Theorems 5and 6 we conclude that the set of finite CL systems and that 
ofBPD(1, 1)L systems are not comparable with respect to the power of realizing 
filamentous growth. Theorem 7 given below indicates an example of the growth 
process which can be strongly realized by both systems. 
THEOREM 7. The following finite nonregular CL system and the BPD(1, 1)L 
system G are strongly G-equivalent. 
(i) ~ = (Do, D1) , where D x is the set of all prefixes of the string 012014016"-- 
0124..', and D o ={w0[wl6D1}t3{wl lw0~D1}.  
(ii) G = {Z, P, g, Wo}, where 
Z = (s ,b , t ,c ,d ,e ,A ,B},  
g = the boundary symbol, 
W 0 =$.  
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P: (g, s, g) ~ ct (c or A, t, g) --~ B 
(g or b, c, t) -~ bd (t or d, t, B) --~ B 
(b, d, t or A) --+ bd (A or c, t, t) --+ A 
(b, d, B) --~ be (any, B, any) ~ t 
(b, e, t) ~ ct (any, A, any) --+ t 
Under the conditions which are not listed, the state is kept unchanged. 
Pro@ It can be seen that both systems strongly realize the growth process 
illustrated in Fig. 6. In this growth process one and only one cell bifurcates at 
every moment. The left daughter born at every moment excepting t-----k 2 
(k = 1, 2,...) never bifurcates. Thus the bifurcating cell proceeds to the left by 
one position at time k 2 (h = 1, 2,...). In the case of BPD(1, 1)L system G, this 
control is due to the behavior of the "signals" A and B. Q.E.D. 
b 
~b 
bbb 
bbbb 
bbbbb 
bbbbbb 
bbbbbbb 
bbbbbbbb 
bbbbbbbbb 
/~ t=O 
C t t= l  
b b/~ ,t 
b b c t t t=4 
/r 
bbbdAt  
bbbbb/dBt  
bbbbbet t  
b b b b c t t t t=9 
bbbb/dAt t  
bbb~dtAt  
bbbb/dt tB  
bbbbdtBt  
bbb/dBt t  /l 
bbbbet t t  
bbbc / I t t t  
FIG. 6. The derivation tree T(G) used in the proof 
every letter with "c", we obtain the growth process. 
t=i6 
of Theorem 7. By replacing 
Note that the growth function of this growth process is t if- 1. Therefore it 
can be weakly realized by a PDOL system but not strongly. 
6. EXTRACTION OF (B)CL SYSTEMS 
In order to treat not necessarily bifurcating/, systems, we introduce here the 
operation of extraction of S (~)  and T(~). Definition of (p, q)-extraction of 
S(~@) and T(~): 
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Let S(~) = Wo, W 1 ,... be a growth sequence generated by a (B)CL system~. 
We consider a pair of integers p and q, where p /> 1 and q ~> O, and define the 
sequence Yo, Y1 ,... by 
Y~ = w~+o (i = o, ~, 2,...). 
Such a sequence is called (p, q)-extraction of S(~) and denoted by S~,q(~). 
Next, let T(~) be the growth process generated by ~.  Then the (p, q)- 
extraction of T(~), denoted by T~,q(~), is defined to be a possibly multi-rooted 
tree such that the nodes of its k-th generation are those of the (hp + q)-th 
generation of T(~) and if in T(~) y is a p-th decendant of x, then in T~,q(~) y
is a direct dedendant of x, where the arrangement of nodes at each generation 
is kept unaltered. See Fig. 7. 
FIG. 7. An example of the operation of extraction of growth process. 
Similarly, (p, q)-extractions of S(G) and T(G) of an L system and of an un- 
labeled tree diagram (growth process) can be defined. 
An intuitive interpretation of the extraction will be an intermittent observation 
of a process. 
A (B)CL system ~ is said to strongly (p, q)-CL realize a growth process 
T(X), if the (p, q)-extraction of T(~) is isomorphic to T(X), where T(X) is 
assumed to be generalized. 
A (B)CL system ~ is defined to be (p, q)-G-s-equivalent to a DIL system G, 
if the ( p, q)-extraction of T(~) is isomorphic to T(G). Similarly, an L system G~ 
is defined to be (p, q)-G-s-equivalent to another L system G2, if the (p, q)- 
extraction of T(G1) is isomorphic to T(G2). 
Weak versions of ( p, q)-equivalences are defined also in the same way. 
THEOREM 8. For every PDOL system G, there xist a pair of integers p and q 
and a regular (B)CL system ~ such that ~ is strongly ( p, q)- equivalent to G. 
Proof. Let G ---- (2, P, w0) , and k = maxa~ ]P(a)l. Define an integer m 
such that 2 ~-I  ~ k ~ 2 m. 
Now we can construct effectively a BPDOL system G' = (Z', P',  w0' ) such 
that G' is strongly (m, 0)-G-equivalent to G. Let 2 ~-1 ~ I w 0 [ ~ 2 a. Then by 
Theorem 3, we obtain a CL system ~ which is strongly (m, q)-G-equivalent 
to G. Q.E.D. 
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THEORE~I 9. For every finite regular (B)CL system ~ and a pair of integers p
and q, there is a PDOL system G such that ~ is strongly (p, q)-G-equivalent toG. 
Pro@ By Theorem 4, construct a BPDOL system G' ~ (X', P', Wo' ) which 
is G-s-equivalent to 9 .  Then G = (~', P, w0) such that Z' = Z', P = P'~ 
(that is, p times operation of P') and w o = P'q(Wo'), satisfies the condition 
required in the theorem. Q.E.D. 
7. Discuss ioNs 
7.1. Generalized BCL Systems 
In Section 2, we defined the basic CL system and its extension BCL system, 
for which some theorems were established in Sections 4 and 5. In Section 6, 
we discussed equivalences between a not necessarily bifurcating PDOL system 
and an extraction of BCL system. 
We discuss here some generalizations of such basic systems by deleting the 
limitations "directional, .... propagating," and "deterministic," which have been 
assumed from the beginning of Section 2. In the following, the term BCL 
system includes CL system too. 
(A) BCL System with Erasure 
We can define a BCL system with erasure (BCLE) by specifying some addi- 
tional components/)1 e, D2 ~, .... Dk ~ in the cell division time spectrum. That is, 
:if a cell gets a history belonging to Di e, then it vanishes in i units of time. 
Note that contrary to the basic BCL system, the derivation tree T(~) of a 
BCLE system ~ can be finite. 
A BCLE system can CL-realize a growth process, which is defined by the 
OL system Q in Section 3.1 augmented by a rule c --~ ~. 
As to Theorem 1 and Corollary 1 in Section 4, an extended version holds. 
(All the proofs are omitted.) 
CLAIM 1 (extended version of Theorem 1 and Corollary 1). For each 
B2DIL system G = (Z, P,g, yo) with l y01~> 1, there exists a strongly G- 
equivalent BCLE system ~.  
Theorems 3 and 4 in Section 5 can be extended to the BCLE system and not 
necessarily propagating B2DOL system. 
CLAIM 2 (extended version of Theorem 3). For each B2DOL system G, 
there exists a strongly G-equivalent BCLE system N, such that ~ is a finite 
regular division spectrum. 
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CLAIM 3 (extended version of Theorem 4). For each finite regular BCLE 
system D = (Do, D1,/)1 °, DI~,...) there exists a strongly G-equivalent B2DOL 
system G. 
In the case of finite nonregular BCLE systems, the counterpart of Theorem 5, 
with the same pair of D 1 and D 2 , seems not to hold. Similarly, Theorem 6 
cannot be extended to the CLE system, since if erasure is allowed, then the growth 
can be slower than the linear. Relationships between realizing powers 
of the finite nonregular BCLE system and the B2DOL system have not been 
established. 
A reason why we formulated first the CL system without erasure is that though 
erasure is an interesting eneralization from the theoretical point of view, it 
seems rather unnatural and unnecessary in describing a real growth of a fila- 
mentous organism such as an alga. 
(B) Nondeterministic BCL System 
By deleting condition (iii) from the defining conditions of a CL system in 2.1, 
we get a nondeterministic CL system (NCL). In an NCL (or NBCL) system, if 
a cell's history belongs to the set DI~ n D% c5 .-. (3 D/~, then it can divide in 
/1, i s .... or i~ steps. 
This extension seems to be sound from the biological point of view. It requires, 
however, elaboration in defining such notions as "CL-realization," weak and 
strong expressions of growth," and "G-equivalences." 
The nondeterministic counterparts of Theorems 1, 31 4, 5, 6 and 7 can be 
formulated, but their results have not been established. 
Incidentally, in the L system theory also, the area of the growth sequences 
for a nondeterministicL system has not been investigated fully. See, for example, 
Herman and Rozenberg (1975). 
(C) A CL System Not Being Directional 
As was discussed in Section 1, our definition of the history of a cell is based 
upon the thought hat each cell memorizes the sequence of "directional informa- 
tion" in the form of a string over A = {0, 1}. In stead of the binary alphabet _//, 
we could employ a larger alphabet. In this case, however, the interpretation 
would become somewhat vague. 
A possible interpretation might be that every daughter of a cell division gets 
an additional symbol, which corresponds to a relevant biochemical entity. 
Leaving biological considerations, which will be treated later, employment of 
a larger alphabet seems to augment he describing power of CL systems. 
In particular, we would have another way for the growth with a multi- 
branching (not bifurcating) derivation tree, as is the case in the L system theory 
generally. 
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7.2. Biological Considerations 
As pointed out in Section 1, the cell lineage tree has been a device for ex- 
perimenters to describe a cell division process observed by a microscope. In this 
paper, we have utilized it as a formal system serving as a generative machinary. 
In consequence of this, we could find some relationships between the CL system 
and the L system, which had been devised as a generative grammar from the 
beginning. 
I f  we consider the CL system as a generative system, or a generative model of 
real filamentous growths, it should allow a natural interpretation as a model. 
In the case of the L system, the cell state symbol can be interpreted as a certain 
state of a certain biochemical entity which plays an essential role in the cell 
division. The history of the CL system can be also interpreted as a cell state. 
But thus far no mechanism or no evidence of such a mechanism has been found 
experimentally, which might serve as a memory of the cell division in any form. 
We claim here that every cell in an organism is different in its division history 
and control its next division according to its history. This could be considered 
to be one aspect of cell differenciation. Although the mechanism of memory might 
not be supported by experimental data today, when limited to the finite regular 
CL system, we would be allowed to hope that a real mechanism of any kind will 
exist for supporting the CL generative system. From this point of view, the 
regular spectrum is already complex for a cell to implement. Therefore it is 
interesting to investigate the case where the spectrum consists of only finitely 
definite events. 
APPENDIX: MULTI-DIVISION LEMMA 
Let k be such that 2 m-* < k ~< 2 *~, where m >~ 2. The following is a standard 
algorithm for constructing a finite bifurcating tree which begins with a single 
node A and has k nodes at the m-th step. 
First of all, let bib 2 "." bm be the binary expression of k, where b 1 = 1. Define 
numbersj i  such that be is the jc th  1 from the left. For example, when k = 11010, 
then j l  = 1,j2 ~ 2,j3 = undefined, j4 = 3 and j5 = undefined. 
The algorithm depends on the parity of k and therefore is given for two cases 
where k is odd and even. 
Case (i). k = odd, i.e., b,~ = 1. Let b~ be the last but one 1 in bib ~ ". b.,~, 
where m -- 1 ~> p ~> 2. Then define subsets Fi's of A* = {0, 1}* as follows, 
where a node having the name w eF~ bifurcates in i units of time, the left 
daughter is given the name w0, and the right one is given the name wl as in a 
CL system. 
" ~m-- i - -1  ~ z I..) FI = [i=~1 1~/-10\ " ~ AS)] k-) [i?.2 {lJi--1 [ hi-1 1}] {,~} 
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For  t ~> 2, 
F, = U {lh-X I b, = b,_t = 1, b,-t+x = b,-t+e - -  - -  b,_e = b,_l = 0} 
i=2 
I t  is seen that Ft = ~,  if t > m - -  2. Final ly, 
The  point 1¢~ of F~ is to be connected with the k-th tree T(~k)  in the proof of 
Corol lary 1. I f  h e Dtai , then 1;~ bifurcates in m - -  p -f- i steps. 
When p = 1, k is necessarily 1000...01. We have therefore 
[[]m--2 ] 
F 1 : 0 k~__.2 ° A s w{A} and F u : {1}. 
The  set of k nodes, with which the roots of subtrees Ti(G)'s are identif ied 
in the proof of Corol lary 1, is given by 
"._ 
1 ~ 10A 'r~ ~ U ~ 
Case (ii). k = even, i.e., b~ = 0. Let  bq be the last 1, where m - -  1 ~> q >~ 2. 
Then as in the previous case, 
q-I . pn-i-1 \3 t / m-~-2 \1 1 / ~n-q-2 \1 -/71 : [i u 1"-10\~ s=oU As)],j U fl'q-lo[ Uo is)f U tl'q-ll [ Uo AS)I 
°-~ }] 
= w 1 '~-~ [ hi-1 1 ca {t} 
~-1 1'~-~-~ ,1 ) .  1,~-~-~ ,1 [~-~72 ] = [U lh-'o t Uo A.)] u l'i-'[ 20 A~)f k.; {l"-'lbi_, =1} 
u {~}. 
For  t >~ 2, 
q--1 1 Ft  : [2e{ l ' i - l  [ bi : bi_t : 1, bi_t+l - -  h i _ t+2- -  --bi_l  :0}  
U {1 jq-1 I bz = bq-t+l : l ,  bq_t+ 2 -~- "'" = ba_ l  = O} 
u {1J~-a I bq = bq-t+~ = 1 (t = 2)}. 
m--2 
When q = 1, or k = 1000...00, we have F 1 = U,=0 As. The set of k nodes at 
q--1 
t ime m is [Ui=l l ;<10A~- i ]  u {U~-IA~-a}. 
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